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What Is IP Video Monitoring?

IP networks have been expanding rapidly and are widely adopted throughout the world.  

IP video monitoring systems provide the latest security and monitoring solution that allows you

to leverage the use of existing, globally accessible, IP infrastructure.  Simply connect an IP camera

to a network and you can monitor live images from the camera on your networked PC anytime,

anywhere, around the world.  What’s more, technological progress, such as with audio and video

compression techniques, makes it possible for you to monitor moving images and audio over

these IP networks.

There are a number of other convenient features available with IP video monitoring systems that

are not available with conventional CCTV systems, such as wireless connectivity, sending images

to a select group (Multicasting), and higher resolution images.

Feature-rich yet easy-to-use IP video monitoring systems are an ideal solution for today’s remote

monitoring and market research applications in locations such as banks, transportation facilities

and roads, schools, public venues, industrial facilities, and shopping malls.  And as an additional

revenue-generation tool, IP video monitoring systems can be used for online web attractions in

locations such as zoos, museums, theme parks, and more.
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"According to the report, "2005 US and Worldwide Video
Surveillance Market" published by J.P. Freeman, 
the IP camera market size will grow from $181 million in the
year 2005 to $541 million by the year 2007 at factory prices."*
* With permission from J.P. Freeman Co., Inc.
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SEVEN Benefits of IP Video Monitoring 

1. Remote Monitoring Anytime, Anywhere

At any time of the day, you can monitor images from an 
IP network camera on any networked PC, from anywhere in the
world.  This is possible because the network communication 
protocol (TCP/IP) is the common “language” of the internet.

2. Remote Control From Any Networked-PC

Pan/Tilt/Zoom operations of the camera can be controlled directly
and easily from any networked PC, allowing you to capture
desired images.  Unlike analog CCTV, where access to cameras is
through a digital video recorder, remote viewing and control is
possible either via a network video recorder or the camera directly.
In addition, captured images can be recorded on storage devices
via the network, so you can install these storage devices in a safe
and secure location such as a data center.

3. Easy Setup, Reduced Installation Costs

Because you can use existing networks within your organization to
integrate an IP video monitoring system, your installation costs and
time can be minimized.  And if the camera has a wireless LAN
capability, you can eliminate cabling between the camera and a
wireless access point, further minimizing cost and complexity.    

4. Audio Monitoring

With audio-capable cameras that incorporate an external 
microphone input and active speaker output, both audio and
video monitoring can be achieved.  This added feature expands
your monitoring applications.

5. Intuitive Browser-Based GUI

Because IP cameras are equipped with a web server capability,
they can be accessed using a web browser.  Web-based Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs) are widely used and easy to navigate, 
providing easy operation.  

6. System Flexibility

Additional cameras can be easily added to your IP video 
monitoring system to meet your needs.  Assuming your network
infrastructure already exists, no extensive network cabling is
required, making system expansion simple and cost effective.
In addition, a number of these IP cameras are equipped with a
built-in expansion card slot allowing you to record additional
images locally as required.   

7. Future Possibilities

With rapid progress in network technology, including network
security features, and with progress in digital image processing
technology, such as motion detection and object tracking, more
intelligent and higher performance IP video monitoring systems
will be available to support your monitoring requirements now
and in the future.
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Customer-Centric Solutions 

Banks

Network cameras can “keep an eye” on entrances, cash
desks, and ATMs 24/7 to ensure bank security and customer
safety.  These cameras can trigger a variety of actions such as
storing images or relaying alarm signals to a security service
when motion or suspicious objects are detected.  In addition,
a central site can be used to
effectively manage multiple 
cameras at each bank location,
and recorded images can be
archived locally, at the central
site, or both, providing secure
image storage for later viewing.

Transportation

Network cameras located in ports, train stations, highways,
and bus terminals can be used to monitor these locations
and the movements of people and vehicles, to keep watch
for potentially threatening activities to public safety 24 hours
a day, and to better utilize all 
security resources.  Since these
applications cover a very large
area, wireless networks can be
leveraged to lower infrastructure
costs.

Education

A safe and secure environment is a prerequisite for effective
teaching and learning.  IP video monitoring systems can be
used to monitor multiple locations such as building
entrances, exits, corridors, playgrounds, and parking lots, 
acting as extended “eyes” for
your security staff.  In addition,
these systems can be integrated
into an existing campus LAN,
which can drastically reduce
installation costs and time.    

Industrial

Network cameras can help efficiently transform industrial
processes in locations such as factories, warehouses, and
construction sites.  A wide range of applications, such as 
real-time monitoring of production lines, inventory 
monitoring at warehouses, and construction site monitoring
are all possible, allowing managers to quickly provide 
direction, even from a remote
location.  In addition, network
cameras allow for unmanned
warehouse monitoring during
night-time operations, helping to
protect your assets.

Government/Public Venue

IP video monitoring systems make it economically viable for
government agencies to provide greater levels of coverage of
cities, towns, and special events in
public venues.  They can also help
police and emergency services
deal with and analyze incidents
more effectively.

Retail

IP video monitoring systems can be used for various 
applications ranging from security to market research in both
small retail shops and in large-scale shopping malls.  Not only
can network cameras provide a safer shopping environment
for customers, but they can also be an effective deterrent to
shoplifters.  Also, analytics such as
people counting, traffic analysis,
and sales monitoring can be 
performed, helping you formulate
strategies and tactics to improve
your business.

Web Attractions (Video Streaming)

Network video monitoring provides an ideal way for 
museums, exhibitions, theme parks, and resorts to increase
their global market presence through online “web 
attractions” that can be viewed by anyone with an Internet
connection.  Live images from network cameras can be 
integrated easily into an existing
website to help increase site 
traffic and encourage repeat 
customer visits, making “web
attractions” an excellent 
revenue-generating tool.
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Why Sony IP Monitoring?

A/V Technology Leader

Sony has pioneered the development of technology for
broadcast products such as studio cameras, field cameras,
and a wide range of VTRs to meet mission-critical broadcast
requirements.  Sony IP Monitoring Systems have inherited
reliable camera and recorder technology from these high-end
Sony broadcast products.

CCTV Market Expertise

Since 1988, Sony has been developing and selling CCTV 
systems such as analog cameras, video cassette recorders,
and multiplexers.  Millions of these systems have been sold in
the worldwide security markets over the years, and Sony is
recognized as having an excellent reputation among these
customers.  

Offering Total Solutions

Sony has a full product lineup from network cameras and
network recorders to monitoring software, and can offer
total solutions in IP monitoring.  

• Sony Network Cameras are equipped with high-resolution
and highly sensitive CCDs, allowing you to capture clear
and detailed images even in extremely low lighting 
conditions.    

• Sony Network Recorders with high-performance processors
and high-capacity HDDs allow you to record images for a
long period of time, even at high frame rates.
This capability allows you to support a large number of
cameras with a single recorder.

• And Sony Intelligent Monitoring Software is scalable and
can efficiently and effectively handle a very large number of
cameras.

Our Vision and “IPELA”

The Sony vision for IP video monitoring is to 
deliver products and solutions to our customers
that are consistent with our “IPELA” concept.  

Our commitment is to continuously understand
our customers’ needs and to develop 
technologically advanced IPELA systems with the
latest A/V technology, more intelligent features,
and enhanced operability.
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Product Lineup

Network Cameras

Intelligent Monitoring Software Network Recorders Video Network Station

Sony offers total IP video monitoring solutions from image capturing and image 
monitoring to image recording, responding to a wide range of monitoring applications.

PTZ Cameras

SNC-RX550N/SNC-RX550P
• High Performance 
• 360-Degree Endless Rotation
• x26 Optical Zoom
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Night
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Night

SNC-RZ50N/SNC-RZ50P
• High Performance
• x26 Optical Zoom

J P E G
Day

Night

SNC-RZ25N/SNC-RZ25P
• x18 Optical Zoom 

IMZ-RS300 Series
• Remote Control and Monitoring
• Support for up to 32 Cameras

NSR-100/NSR-50
• High-Capacity HDDs

SNT-V704
• Support for up to Four Analog Cameras 

SNC-RZ30N/SNC-RZ30P
• x25 Optical Zoom
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Day

Night

SNC-P5
• x3 Optical Zoom
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Fixed-Type Cameras

SNC-CS50N/SNC-CS50P
• High Performance 
• Auto-Iris Vari-Focal Lens
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H . 2 6 4

Day

Night

J P E G
Day

Night

SNC-Z20N/SNC-Z20P
• x18 Auto-Focus Zoom Lens

SNC-P1
• Compact and Lightweight

SNC-CS3N/SNC-CS3P
• Auto-Iris Vari-Focal Lens

J P E G
M P E G - 4

J P E G

Mini-Dome Cameras

SNC-DF70N/SNC-DF70P
• Indoor/Outdoor Use
• Auto-Iris Vari-Focal Lens
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Day

Night
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SNC-DF40N/SNC-DF40P
• Auto-Iris Vari-Focal Lens

Personal-Use Cameras

SNC-M3/SNC-M3W
• Compact and Lightweight
• Pan/Tilt
• Wireless Capability

(SNC-M3W)

J P E G
M P E G - 4

SNC-M1/SNC-M1W
• Compact and Lightweight 
• Wireless Capability

(SNC-M1W)

J P E G
M P E G - 4
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Migration From Analog to IP-Based Monitoring

Sony will work with you to protect your CCTV investment.  You can easily migrate from your existing CCTV system to an 
IP-based monitoring system by adding IP monitoring products step by step.

The first step is to utilize your existing IP network 
infrastructure and PCs and to add a Sony Video Network
Station into your system allowing you to monitor images over
your IP network.  The Video Network Station accepts signals
from your existing analog cameras and converts those signals
to a form recognizable in IP networks.  This eliminates the
need for bulky multiplexers and VCRs.

CCTV System IP Network Monitoring System
Using Analog Cameras
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Color Video Monitor

Color Video Monitor

Analog Cameras

Analog Cameras

Multiplexer

Digital Video Recorder

Sony Network Recorder

Network

Server

Client

Client

Client

Sony Intelligent Monitoring Software

Sony Video Network Station

Analog Cameras

Sony Network Cameras

Network

PC

Video Network Station

The next step is to add IP cameras and network recorders to
your system.  This allows you to expand your system so that
you can monitor more areas.  And finally, for more flexibility
and scalability, you can choose to add the Sony Intelligent
Monitoring Software, which allows you to monitor images
from even more cameras.

IP Monitoring System
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